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After graduating from Unification Theological Seminary in 1984, I went to Chattanooga, Tennessee to work as a 
Unification Church center director and with CAUSA. My daughter, Igraine Convery, was born there in 1988. During 
those busy years my ‘art career’ developed; it began with me painting at flower stands. In 1987 I was given an art show at 
the University of Tennnessee. The subjects of the paintings centered around “Mythology and the Human Condition.’ In 
1993 I began working on the manuscript for “The Golden Thread – Reflections on Myth and Memory,” which would not 
be published for another 17 years. 
 
In 1993 with my wife, Sukhont Convery, and my daughter, I moved to Moscow, Russia. I spent four years there working 
as art director for ‘The Currriculum Project’, creating textbooks for the Russian schoool systen based in Divine Principle. 
 
In 1997 we returned to my home state of Pennsylvania where I now work as a public school teacher. I have published two 
books, “The Golden Thread…” and “Travels on the Night Sea – An Inner Journey Through a Changeful Era.” I often do 
art exhibits and sometimes give lectures around the Philadelphia area. 
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The Golden Thread- Reflections on Myth And Memory 
 
In December, 2011 The Unification Theological Seminary Library purchased a book called “The Golden Thread – 
Reflections on Myth and Memory” by Kevin Convery. The book, which includes thirty paintings in color, is a reflection 
on the inner legacy of European mythology and its connection to modern life issues. It can also be viewed 
at www.mythicgold.com 
 
This is very meaningful since the seeds of inspiration for this book took root almost thirty years ago at Barrytown while 
Kevin was working as editor for ‘Passages of Heart – Poetry of The Unification Movement’ and doing a book cover for 
Young Oon Kim (Types of Modern Theology). Kevin graduated in 1984 with a Master of Divinity. Life, indeed, is a long 
circle! 
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